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                     UND LEADS Strategic Plan

                     A strategic vision for the University of North Dakota.

                     
                     The University of North Dakota was founded by people who wanted to make a difference
                        - to better their lives and the lives of others. UND LEADS builds on this legacy and
                        reflects the wisdom and dreams of our entire UND community. It represents our history
                        and guides our future: a future where people are empowered to make a difference and
                        where the torch of knowledge, reflected in the symbol of our Eternal Flame, will be
                        passed on to those who can help lead the way.

                     
                     Strategic Plan Document

                     
                     UND Vision

                     
                     To inspire a sense of wonder, a love of discovery, and a commitment to serve.

                     
                     UND Mission

                     
                     To provide exceptional educational experiences that enrich the lives of North Dakotans
                        and the global community through excellence in teaching, innovative research, and
                        meaningful engagement.

                     
                     Core Values

                     
                     Its five core values – Learning, Equity, Affinity, Discovery and Service – form the pillars of the plan and will be UND's foundation for years to come.

                     
                     UND Core Values

                     
                     Strategic Plan News

                     [image: ]
In Service, addressing North Dakota’s workforce needs
By inspiring students from middle school through graduate school, UND strives to produce the health professionals North Dakota needs
2/27/2024
3:07PM
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From ‘We will succeed’ to ‘We have succeeded’
UND LEADS dashboards will help campus community track progress of UND LEADS Strategic Plan
2/27/2024
3:05PM
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‘Live your dash’: Lessons in life and leadership from Bob Kraus
Aerospace dean gives history and philosophy lesson in 18:83 Speaker Series talk
2/6/2024
3:50PM
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Kevin O’Leary shares tips for effective entrepreneurship
‘Shark Tank’ star says trustworthiness, maintaining one’s brand are essential for success
2/1/2024
4:13PM
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VIDEO: Faculty and Staff Town Hall
‘Does UND have an overspending problem?’ For the answer to that question and many more, check out the video of Wednesday’s event
1/25/2024
4:22PM
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                                 Provide Your Feedback

                                 
                                 We welcome any feedback on the implementation of the strategic plan or on UND LEADS
                                    itself.

                                 
                                 
                                 Provide Your Feedback

                                 

                           


                     
                     How we paint the picture, how we piece the dots together, how we coordinate and work together really matters. We can create a beautiful painting together as long as we connect and pay attention to the work that we’re all doing as one community.President ArmacostWake Up to UND 2023

                     
                        
   Office of the President


   Twamley Hall Rm 300
264 Centennial Dr Stop 8193
Grand Forks, ND 58202
P 701.777.3860
ryan.zerr@UND.edu
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